FROGSTONE

>>> CONCAVE/INSIDE CURVES

- PVC FLEX PIPE TO CREATE SMOOTH CONCAVE CURVE
- FROGSTONE ROCK FACE
- SMALLER RADIUS
- LARGER RADIUS
- FROGSTONE ROCK FACE

- APPROVED BACKFILL MATERIAL COMPACTED IN 6" LIFTS
- CLEAR CRUSH DRAIN GRAVEL
- MAIN GEORIDGE LAYER
- CORRECT GEORIDGE ORIENTATION
- UNREINFORCED TRIANGLE
- GEORIDGE PLACED AT CENTER TO UNREINFORCED TRIANGLE ZONE
- SECONDARY GEORIDGE LAYER
- FROGSTONE ROCK FACE
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These preliminary details are intended solely to act as a guide when designing a wall. This drawing should not be used for final design or construction. Each site-specific wall should be certified and signed by a registered geotechnical engineer in the State or Province that it is being built. The accuracy and use of the details in this document are the sole responsibility of the user.
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